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Demonic Concepts & Strategies

2 Cor2:11 be on guard so that our weaknesses won’t be exploited by satan; for we 
are not ignorant of his schemes. 

 Noema – strategies, purposes, methods

Syncretism
a. The forces of evil despise God, His creation & have declared their intent to 

overthrow Him as the Ruler of the Universe.
b. These evil actors seek to deceive mankind by promoting lying propaganda about 

God’s essence & character, His grace plan to rescue us all and Jesus Christ who is 
the focal point of the universe. 

c. Their goal is to distract man’s desire, trust, love & worship away from God & onto 
themselves – they long to be feared, adored & served.

d. Their primary strategy is to promote philosophical speculations & demonic 
religion pretending to be the answer to man’s problems.

e. One of the favorite approaches is to combine different philosophies & religious 
ideas together, forming a new system under a new name.

Religious syncretism, the fusion of diverse religious beliefs and practices. 
Instances of religious syncretism—as, for example, Gnosticism (a religious 
dualistic system that incorporated elements from the Oriental mystery religions), 
Judaism, Christianity, and Greek religious philosophical concepts—were 
particularly prevalent during the Hellenistic period (c. 300 BCE–c. 300 CE). The 
fusion of cultures that was effected by the conquest of Alexander the Great (4th 
century BCE), his successors, and the Roman Empire tended to bring together a 
variety of religious and philosophical views that resulted in a strong tendency 
toward religious syncretism. Wikipedia

First Century Gnosticism:

Greek Philosophy – Plato taught that every physical, material object was a 
manifestation of an immaterial reality that was unseen. He theorized a separation 
of material from immaterial, mind from body as part of the structure of the 



universe. As this view about the essence of the universe was modified over 
centuries, it came to say that all physical matter was corrupt & evil while the 
immaterial was pure. This led to the conclusion that God who is a pure, 
immaterial spirit being could not have created the material world in that His 
purity could not have touched the corrupt, evil physical matter. The logical 
conclusion was that God had created a series of beings, each less pure than the 
one before who were that actual agents of creation. 

This also led to several other evil distortions:

a. God could not have created the world because all matter is evil and He would 
lose His purity should He touch it.

b. God created a series of spirit creatures who were each less pure & more 
material than the preceding one, so that they could manipulate the evil 
physical realm to make the world.  

c. Jesus could not have been both immaterial God and physical man because that 
too would have been a corrupt creation – no HU

d. Jesus as they experienced Him was a phantom, an unreal mirage that could 
not have been the sacrifice for sins. 

e. He couldn’t have been our mediator since He wasn’t equal with both God and 
mankind.

f. Every aspect of this religious – philosophy denied Christ as the creator, God-
Man, the mediator and savior, basing the conclusions on long held ideas from 
some of the most humanly brilliant men in history

The Logos

a. The ancient Greeks were constantly seeking to find core logic & unifying 
principles that explained the existence & design of the world.

b. Long before John’s writings & the book of Colossians (60AD), the word logos 
was commonly used meaning, a word, idea, logic, reasoning, referring to the 
world of concepts & causes. 

c. Around 500 BC, Heraclitus began using it to describe the power that created 
the world & the unifying principle that kept the world stable.

Heraclitus: (500 BC) “what follows in the book is an account of something 
timeless and truthful: an unseen force, not that different from the biblical “Word” 
or the “Tao” in Taoism, which reg- ulates and runs the universe.   The root force 



that created the universe and the logic by which it is held together.  It is possible 
to know, or at least be aware of, “the intelligence by which all things are steered 
through all things.” There is a “hidden harmony” in the uni- verse, hidden because 
all our names that might approximate it – God, Zeus, Logos, and so on – are our 
conceptions, when the essential unity is beyond words and concepts. Of the 
average person Heraclitus writes, “They pray to images, much as if they should 
talk to houses; for they do not know the nature of gods.” The only thing stopping 
us from awareness of this hidden harmony is our incredulity. Our minds are so 
fixed on the material that we take this relative level of reality to be everything, 
yet there is an absolute reality that awaits our appreciation.”

 500 BC – writings of Heraclitus, Greek philosopher. 

d. In the 500 years following Heraclitus, because of Alexander’s distribution of 
Greek ideas, Plato’s Form theory in a modified form became very influential in 
the world at large. By 60AD, Form theory said that all physical matter was 
corrupt and evil.

e. Based on this false but widely accepted theory, the false conclusions 
mentioned above were a settled part of the culture in the Roman world.

f. Form theory stated that God could not have created the world but had created 
a series of beings whose purpose was to create it and hold it together.

g. By the time of Christ, the first level created being who supervised the other 
lesser angelic type beings in the creation was called Logos and the firstborn of 
God.

Philo (c. 20 BC – c. 50 AD), a Hellenized Jew, used the term logos to mean an 
intermediary divine being or demiurge (Creator). Philo followed the Plato’s 
distinction between imperfect matter and perfect Form, and therefore 
intermediary beings were necessary to bridge the enormous gap between God 
and the material world. The logos was the highest of these intermediary beings, 
and was called by Philo "the first-born of God". Philo also wrote that "the Logos 
of the living God is the bond of everything, holding all things together and binding 
all the parts, and prevents them from being dissolved and separated".  Plato's 
Theory of Forms was located within the logos, but the logos also acted on behalf 
of God in the physical world.[30] In particular, the Angel of the Lord in the Hebrew 
Bible (Old Testament) was identified with the logos by Philo, who also said that 
the logos was God's instrument in the creation of the Universe. Wikipedia



h. Faith in Plato’s Form theories caused first century bel’s to be confused 
about the person of Christ & His saving work.

i. When new believers heard the doctrines of the HU & the humanity of 
Christ, seeing that it conflicted with Plato, their natural tendency was to try 
to merge these systems together, distorting the truth of the person of 
Christ. 

j. In Col 1:15-20, Paul seeks to correct these errors & refute the Gnostic ideas 
that were being used by the forces of evil to defame the Lord Jesus Christ.

k. Paul writes Col 1:15-20 in 60 AD & then 15 yrs later, John writes in John 1:1-
18 explaining that Jesus Christ is the logos, that He is God and that He 
joined Himself to humanity to become the God-Man.

l. When Paul’s statement was heard & read all over the Roman world, people 
were shocked to hear that the logos was God, that He was the creator of 
the world & the one who held all things together by His natural laws.

m. It is believed that this challenge to the 1st century church was allowed to 
force the church to write out the truths of the Lord Jesus Christ to combat 
them & provide instruction forever. 

n. Understand that the attack on the church was not planned at the human 
level, but at the level of demonic strategies – sinful people were just being 
sinful people, thinking that mashing all of these ideas together was good.

  Application:
1. All of the adversities that God allows in our life are intended for good (Rom 

8:28) because they force us to examine the root causes of our failures & grow 
into our relationship with the Lord.

2. The devil’s strategy is to redirect our focus, causing us to attach our desires, 
faith & hope (worship) on any other thing besides God. 

3. His strategy is to paint God in a distorted manner to hinder us from 
approaching Him freely, with confidence, in grace so that we distort the 
relationship
a. Ritualism – superstition that God is concerned with form not substance
b. Legalism – belief that God is holding sins against us, keeping a score on or 

good and bad behaviors.
c. Emotionalism – belief that God responds positively to our positive emotions
d. Intellectualism – belief that holding the right knowledge obligates God’s to 

bless because we have gained information.



4. All of these very common “Christian” systems picture God in a distorted 
manner, keeping believers from knowing who & what He is & what He wants 
from us.

5. The devil floods every culture with human wisdom & solutions for the purpose 
of persuading mankind to see God through his own distorted lens.

6. Lucifer’s view of God:
a. God is withholding the good stuff for himself – Gen 3
b. God is a liar & is deceiving us to keep us from knowing & claiming that 

which is rightfully ours & that He is withholding – Eve
c. He believes that God is unfair & overbearing to judge & punish his sins. His 

position is that having lost everything like he did, anyone – everyone will 
turn against God – Job 1-2 take away his possessions & loved ones, he will 
curse you just like I did. 

d. He believes he was justified in seeking a life beyond the limits God had 
designed for him – this was his point to Eve.

e. He distorts God’s message in order to paint Him as selfish, unforgiving, 
vengeful & demanding.

 Hyper-Calvinism – God chooses who will be saved & who will end up in 
hell. God plays favorites and those He doesn’t like, He throws away 
permanently. There is no free will in the spiritual realm, only puppets. He is 
a person who would purposely allow creatures to come into existence just 
so that He can call Himself righteous & worthy of praise by putting them in 
Hell forever.

 Ritualism – God enjoys watching people comply with meaningless rituals, 
demanding that they perform them lest they be in hell forever. He enjoys 
making men who were designed to be married suffer under the dictate that 
any who work for Him must deny their creative design.

 Lucifer designs the false religions to reflect his own anger toward God, to 
persuade us to believe the same and to cause as much soul damage as he 
can to us, hoping we won’t make the effort to access God’s grace to purify 
our souls from the effects of our sins. 

7. Demonic strategy is to use multiple methods to distort the message that 
describes the Lord so that we never actually understand who/what He is 
and what He wants between us and Him. 

8. The demons fill the culture with lies & distortions in preparation for people 
hearing the gospel. 



9. We soak up the lies of the culture before we come to Christ, applying them 
to life, damaging our souls so that when we do come to Christ, we are a 
bent & damaged vessel. Only a few will endure the journey to purify their 
souls.
 Studies show that the most sex a modern couple will have is before 

marriage. 
 In the day of living together before marriage, openly having sex in the 

culture where anything goes, that after marriage, the sex subsides.
 Scar tissue of the soul – sex outside of God’s plan harms the capacity to 

enjoy sex, therefore within marriage sex dies out. 
10. The worldly people in the city of Colossae didn’t get together with a plan to 

attack the local churches with their false religious ideas. These ideas had 
been baked into the culture & whoever was saved out of that culture was 
forced to face these issues. 

11. Application today:
a. What anti-biblical ideas & lifestyles are being promoted today?
 Homosexuality, transgenderism, naturalizing pedophiles, destruction of the 

family unit, abortion on demand, relativism, climate activism & globalism, 
social activism, identity politics, etc.

 The goal is to flood the consciousness of the culture with false ideas that 
compromise individual soul integrity, marriage & family & how families 
interface with the community – the goal is to gain access to your children 
so that they can compromise them sexually very early, to damage their 
souls, to keep them from having the capacity for intimacy with God.

 Although only the rare few are willing to make the long journey up the 
mountain to be purified from their compromised way of life, God has 
actually given us a way to be free from all of the damage we do to 
ourselves by using those worldly ideas.




